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surfinlock® (FCS I & II) 
The surfinlock® is a brand new and unique surfboard lock. It is strong, easy to use, stylish 
and precision work made in Germany. Together with a padlock and safety cable, you can 
lock your board anywhere in seconds and you can also lock several boards together. 
Whether you want to lock your board(s) on your bike, scooter, van, on a campsite or 
outside your beach house: the surfinlock is the perfect travel companion whenever you go 
surfing.

UNPACKED 

surfinlock (FCS) 
Stainless steel key ring 
S-bend carabiner 
Fin key 
Longlife fin screw* 
Jute bag 
Button 
+ Extra board-sticker 

Versatile >> made for surfboards with 
FCS I, FCS II and all compatible fin 
plugs**. 
Easy-to-use >> insert in FCS plug, 
tighten fin screw and lock it. 
Small & portable >> dimensions are 
48x36x19mm with weight of 50g.  
Strong >> made of super-hard, strong 
and 8mm thick steel. 
Durable >> marine stainless steel, which 
is also salt water resistant. 
Reliable >> simple but highly effective 
mechanism that is practically 
impossible to break. 

Compatible >> With a security hole of 
10,5mm it is made for shackle / safety 
cable diameters from 1,5-10mm and is 
compatible with many padlocks. 
Scratch-free >> by design the moveable 
wedge of the surfinlock does not slide 
directly on the board. It slides on the 
inside surface of the surfinlock and 
cannot scratch your board. 
Innovative >> new invention registered 
in patent offices around the world***. 
Multi-talented >> Extra bottle opener 
integrated: cheers! 
Made in Germany

FEATURES & SPECS

* Extra fin screw has a tighter fit for the fin key and therefore a 
longer lifetime due to less wear. The surfinlock also works with 
every standard fin screw. 
** Designed for all center fin plugs and rear quad fin plugs. 
*** Patent type as utility model.
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Marine Safety Cable 
The Marine Safety Cable is made specially to be used together with the surfinlock. It has a 
stainless steel core covered with an additional white protection coating. The cable is 
looped on one end and has a specially designed end terminal on the other. This unique 
part, also manufactured out of the best stainless steel in Germany, fits easily through the 
surfinlock. Due to this particular cable construction it is possible to lock many surfboards, 
or other equipment, together. The Marine Safety Cable has a very good strength/ weight 
ratio - light and flexible enough for traveling but still strong against theft. The cable is 
available in different lengths. 

SPECS 

Stainless steel cable 
6mm cable diameter 
1mm thick white protection coating 
Specially designed stainless steel end terminal 
End terminal outside diameter 10mm 
End terminal hole diameter 6,1mm (best compatibility with 5mm 
padlock shackle) 
Cable loop on other cable end 
Anti-scratch cover around connection ferrule 
Cable breaking load > 900kg 
Cable weight 120g/m 
Available in different lengths 
Made in Germany  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Prime Padlock 
Our nice blue shiny number padlock fits perfectly together with the surfinlock and Marine 
Safety Cable. It is light but strong and made out of high quality anodized aluminum with a 
galvanized steel shackle. It has 4 dials with 10 000 number combinations and therefore 
avoids the trouble to hide a key anywhere. It is a perfect travel padlock and outdoor 
approved. To last even longer we recommend for padlock lubrication the special anti-
corrosion Tef-Gel, especially if used in a salty seawater environment. 

SPECS 
4 dials number padlock 
Anodized aluminum body 
5 mm shackle diameter out of galvanized steel 
Perfect fit with surfinlock and Marine Safety Cable 
Body dimensions: 46x28x12 mm 
Weight: 67g 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surfinlock (FCS I & II) package 
The package combines all surfinlock products together making it a perfect fit. It comes in 
in a nice jute bag to keep it all together. 
We offer different surfinlock packages with different safety cable lengths. 

UNPACKED 
surfinlock® (FCS I & II)  
S-bend carabiner 
Fin key 
Longlife fin screw 
Stainless steel Marine Safety Cable (various lengths available) 
Prime padlock with number dials 
Jute bag 
Button 
Board-sticker
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Setting the code for the padlock

Instructions surfinlock

Instructions with Marine Safety Cable and padlock

The surfinlock 
(FCS) is 

designed for 
center fins or 
rear quad fin 

plugs. 

Insert surfinlock in the 
fin plug. Make sure, that 
groove from surfinlock 
and fin screw are on the 
same side.

Tighten fin screw with 
same strength as you 
would tighten your fin. 

Cover fin screw and lock 
your board with padlock 
and/or safety cable (up to 
Ø 10mm)

1. 2. 3.

Multi-Purpose: 
Lock all your 
equipment together!

Make a 
sling.

Put end terminal of 
Marine Safety Cable 
through surfinlock.

Secure it with the padlock. 
You can lock one or more 
surfboards at once. 

1. 2. 3.

Put the dials to 
0-0-0-0

Turn shackle by 
180° and push 
slightly down.

Set dials to your new 
private code and 
turn shackle back to 
normal.

1. 2. 3.
➡ Take a picture of your new 

combination. 
➡ Leave the padlock closed 

when not in use. Therefore 
you cannot accidentally 
change the code during 
transport. 

Long-life care instructions in connection with seawater
Our stainless steel is a wonderful material and made for a life-time. To keep it shiny, keep following points in mind. 

Metals and saltwater: For metals saltwater is one of the most aggressive and corrosive media. Even for our high-quality 
and acid resistant stainless steel we can’t rule out the possibility of a superficial pitting corrosion if left too long in 
contact with saltwater or salt particles. This won’t weaken the mechanism but might not look pretty. The padlock out of 
galvanized aluminum needs special care.

Care instructions: 
➡ To avoid that salt residues stay on the product, rinse it with fresh water 

after saltwater contact or at least after your surf trip. 
➡ Take special care of the padlock, since you don’t want corrosion 

affecting the mechanism. If in contact with saltwater, wash it off with 
freshwater at next opportunity. Also, we recommend greasing the 
padlock with the anti-corrosion Tef-Gel before using it in a saltwater-
environment, which is available in our online sore.

Anti-corrosion Tef-Gel 
with padlock: 
You want the paste 
reach the inside of the 
lock. Further greasing 
instructions are found on 
the supplied hangtag. 
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Follow us on

Disclaimer: 
Please acknowledge that no lock or safety mechanism like any bike lock, door lock, car lock, etc. is 
unbreakable. It just depends on the tools and criminal energy of the thieves. This also holds true for the 
surfinlock and all associated components. However, the surfinlock decreases immensely the risk of board 
theft. Also, keep in mind that „opportunity makes a thief“ and with a surfinlock this opportunity will be 
practically eliminated. 

Impressum (legal disclosure):
 
Registry Number : HRB260360
CEO : Florian Lohmann
VAT ID number in accordance with§ 27 
UStG: DE335811915

Contact:  
surfinseason UG  
Florian Lohmann 
Sommerstr. 15 
81543 München 
Phone: +49 (0)17678305383 
Mail: info@surfinlock.com

www.surfinlock.com
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